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Ochsenbein(2J, (I !Institute of Crystallography, University of Lausanne. 
CH-10 15 Lausanne, Switzerland; r2JLaboratory of Crystallography, 
University ofBem, Freiestr. 3, CH-3012 Bem, Svi:itzerland 

Pure C7o crystallizes in close-packed crystal structures. Both the 
hexagonal close packing (!zcp) and the cubic close packing (ccp) m-e 
known to exist. Most crystals at our disposition (Hoechst Chemical 
Company) were hexagonal p1ismatic. Their X -ray diffraction photographs 
show Bragg-like peal,s, prim81ily in places expected for the hcp ordered 
material, but also in places expected for the ccp ordered material. The 
peal's 81·e connected by diffuse rods of intensity which me best observed 
along the 101 /, 2021 and 213llines of the reciprocal lattice. Qualitatively, 
tl1is indicates tl1e presence of domains of both stacking types [1,2]. The 
intensities along fuese tlu·ee diffuse rods were measmed on a single-ctystal 
diffractometer of tl1e Swiss-Norwegi811 Be8111 Line at ESRE Grenoble. 
TI1e diff~use squmed stmcture 8111plitude is tl1e product of tl1e squmed 
stnicture amplitude of a single molecule and an interference function 
typical of the stacking sequence. TI1e fon11er was calculated assuming a 
librating spinning top [3]. TI1e latter was calculated as a function of two 
probabilities, o: that dming CJ)'Stal g:rowtl1 a layer is deposited in a c
position on a c-stack (e.g. ... ABC continues witl1 A), and j3 fuat a layer is 
deposited in a c-position on 811 /z-stack (e.g . ... ABA continues with C). 
The CO!Tesponding M81·kov chain was solved explicitely. Qu811titative 
agreement with tl1e observations was obtained with O:= 0.77(2) and J3= 
0.17(1). We conclude tl1at 811/z-stack continues to grow preferentially as 
811/zcp domain, while a c-stack prefers to grow as a ccp domain. In addition, 
ccp domains 81·e on average smaller. Tins work has been accepted for 
publication in Ewvphysics Letters. 
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The order-disorder behavior of alloys, and particul81·ly their phase 
diagrams, is govemed by tl1e interaction energies between atoms, wlnch 
C811 be extracted from di£f11Se scattering data in the disordered state. ln 
situ elastic diff11se scattering of neutrons was pe1fom1ed on the Pt(l-c)V 
system at two concentrations c = 1/4 and 1/9. For tlns system, tl1e 
disl!ibution oftl1e diffuse intensity in fue reciprocal space is very sensitive 
to tl1e concenu·ation and tl1e temperature. TI1rough inverse Monte-C81·lo 
simulations, sets of effective pair interactions (EPI) were deduced witllin 
tl1e Ising Model for tl1e two different concentrations. Smprisingly, despite 
quite different SRO pattems, the EPI 81·e almost concenu·ation and 
temperat1u·e independent. Hence, the two very different diffuse intensity 
maps, at c = 114 and 1/9 me well reproduced witl1 a unique set of 
interactions. That set allowed us to describe also properties of the 
ordered states: in pmticulm, the degeneracy effects between long 
periods at c = 114 and the transition temperatures Tc me well 
reproduced. Such sa situation, where tl1e interactions 81·e independent 
of tl1e concel!tation 811cl the temperatire, The predicted phase diagrm11 
is discussed. It is in a good agreement with the known transition 
temperature for the ordered states at c = 1/4 811d 1/9. Fmt11ennore, 
we predict the existence, at very low temperature. of a new phase of 
composition c = 116 which has never been observed until now. 

MS10.12.02 THE MODELLING OF THE REAL STRUC
TURE OF SINGLE CRYSTALS WITH CHEMICAL INHO
MOGENEITY. T I. Ivanova and 0. V. Frank-Kamenetskaya, 
Department of Crystallography, St. Petersburg State University, 
199034 St. Petersburg, Russia 

We have stlicliecl tl1e possibilities of fue 811alysis of basal peak pro-
111es based on tl1e themy of X-ray diffraction by disorclerecll81nellar sl!l.IC
tures (V. D1its, C. Tchoub81·, 1990) in revealing and clesCiibing witl1 sta
tistical par8111eters some structmal peculi81ities of single ctystals con
sisting of layered modules witl1 different composition, winch are invisi
ble for commonly used X-ray sl!l.Ictlu·al analysis. 

TI1e approach has been succesfully applied to tl1e st!Icly of V81ious 
perovskite like HTSC single ctystals witl1 layered Sl!l.ICtlu·e. Their stmc
tmal inhomogeneity along [001] has been clesciibed in ten11S of two
component iiTeguhu· interstratified st:mctm·es witl1 different nature of acl
mixtme layers, tl1eir proportion and chmacter of disl!ibution witlnn tl1e 
c1ystal. It has been shown tl1at tl1e statistical pmameters of fuese sl!uc
tmes, varying from one CI)'Stal to 81lOtl1er, cletemnned tl1e scale of inho
mogeneity <mel were connected witl1 tl1e fon11ation conditions of ctystals 
and tl1eir SC-prope11ies. 

TI1e use of tl1e approach for tl1e study of real sl!ucture of single 
CI)'Stal of edenite, a representative of natural calcium 8111fiboles from 
Khibins, helped revealing tl1e inegul81· altemation of layers witl1 differ
ent composition along two directions [010] and [001]. Thus, tl1e ctystal 
contains two sets of18111ellae witl1 essentially different tllickness. 

The data obtained proved tl1e aclv811tages of tl1e approach in study
ing a real sl!uctlu·e of single CJ)'Stals witl1 chemical inhomogeneity. The 
resliictions of tl1e modelling originate from the use of method of trials 
and eiTors. ln tl1is connection it is expedient to combine it witl1 otl1er 
techniques such as lngh-resolution elecu·on nncroscopy, detailed elec
u·on probe micro811alysis 811cl elecu·on cliffiaction. 

MS10.12.03 STRUCTURAL FLUCTUATIONS AND THE 
KINETICS OF THE MARTENSITIC PHASE TRANSITION. 
K. Ohshima, Institute of Applied Physics, University ofTsukuba, 
Tsukuba 305, Japan 

The nonequilibrium kinetics of the nucleation and growth in 
mm·tensitic phase tarnsition have recently been drawing attention. 
In particulm·, athermal and isothermalmartensitic phase transitions 
have been investigated from the thermodynamical point of view 
on nucleation. The amount of athermal martensite has been 
considered to be a function of temperature only. The isothermal 
martensite phase transition has been considered not to take place 
until the temperature is brought down below Ms, the mm·tensitic 
transition start temperature, which is always below the 
them1odynamical equilibrium temperature, TO, between the parent 
and lowtemperature phases. On the other hand, the amount of 
isothermal martensite has been thought to be dependent on both 
temperature and time, where a waiting time (or an incubation time) 
is needed until the mm·tensite phase transition starts while the 
temperature is kept constant. We have already found a chm·acteiistic 
waiting time at fixed temperatme above Ms in three different kinds 
of matetials (metallic sodium, In-Tl and Au-Ccl alloys) with the 
use of X-ray and neutron scattering experiments. Strong diffuse 
scatterings were also observed on the cliffractin patterns for the 
specimens after phase transition. The relationship between the 
structural fluctuations and the kinetics of martensitic phase 
transition is presented using the new concept of first order phase 
transition proposed by Roitburcl ( Mater. Sci. Eng., A127, 229, 
1990). 


